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A rug can add an aesthetic appeal and pull together the look of a room, but it is essential to consider the 
size and placement of the rug to create a cohesive design. When buying a rug, several factors should be 
considered to ensure it fits and complements the existing decor.

To select the most suitable rug size and shape for your living room, it’s important to take into account the 
furniture layout and dimensions of the space. Here are some practical tips for using rectangular rugs:

160x230cm: Centrepiece - If you prefer a smaller rug, placing it in the centre and positioning all legs of the 
furniture off and around the edges of the rug can be a smart choice. This method is particularly effective if your 
rug has bold patterns and colours that you’d like to showcase.

200x290cm: Front legs on the rug - This is a popular layout for living room furnishings, where only the front 
legs of the lounge and chairs sit on the rug. This arrangement can connect the furniture and harmonize the 
room decor, providing a sense of balance and proportion to the entire space.

280x350 & 300x400cm: All legs on the rug - For a unified and refined look, place all the legs of the lounge 
and chairs on the rug. This approach can help to define the space and create a focal point. It works best for 
larger living rooms that can accommodate a bigger rug.

Runners: For long spaces - Runners are perfect for long living rooms or narrow spaces next to the lounge 
setup, as they provide a sophisticated look and a sense of flow.
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When selecting a rug for your dining room, it’s important to choose a size that allows all four legs of the chairs 
to sit comfortably on the rug, even when the chairs are pulled away from the table. A general rule to follow is 
that your rug should extend at least 60cm around the table.

For larger dining tables seating 8-12, consider using a rug size of 300x400cm or 280x340cm for proper 
proportion.

For smaller dining spaces with 4-6 chairs, a rug size of 200x290cm can work well.

Choosing the right size area rug for your bedroom can greatly impact the overall aesthetic of the room. One of 
the most important factors to consider is the size of your bed and the room.

Larger rooms with king and queen size beds, an ideal rug size would be 300×400cm or 280×340cm. 
A bigger rug will cover more floor space, giving a pleasing appearance and complementing the grand 
dimensions of the room. Remember to follow the “Bigger is Better” rule when choosing a rug for a king-size 
bed, as a small-sized rug will compromise the overall look.

Bedrooms with queen or full size beds, a rug measuring 200×290cm is an ideal fit. Place the rug 
horizontally under the bottom two-thirds of the bed, leaving the rug exposed in front and on both sides. This 
arrangement will create a comfortable and inviting atmosphere in your bedroom.

For small double or single beds, a rug with dimensions of 160×230cm is perfect. This size will add a cosy 
touch to the room, while not overwhelming the space.

Consider that the rug size should not only match the room and bed dimensions, but it should also harmonize 
with the overall decor. Opting for the perfect rug size can create a cozy and stylish ambiance in your bedroom.


